IMAGECAST PRECINCT
®

The world’s most
reliable optical scan
tabulator.

EFFICIENT
Compact, lightweight,
easy to store, and low
maintenance.

Get in touch
1.866.654.VOTE (8683)
sales@dominionvoting.com
www.dominionvoting.com

SIMPLE

SECURE

ACCESSIBLE

Easy-to-use for both
voters and poll workers.

Meets EAC security
standards to preserve
integrity and auditability.

Integrated accessibility
options for private and
independent voting.

ACCURACY & TRANSPARENCY

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Engineered
Simplicity
■ A robust and reliable optical scan tabulator that
safely stores and tabulates marked paper ballots.
■ Clear voter messages to enable second-chance
voting and minimize spoiled ballots.
■ Reads single and double-sided ballots in all four
orientations.
■ Safely stores and tabulates hand-marked ballots and
ballots marked using the ImageCast® X.

Streamline
In-person Voting
■ Plug-and-play set up for easy and efficient opening
and closing of polls.
■ Integrated physical diverter that automatically
segregates ballots containing write-ins, saving time
after the polls close.
■ During accessible voting, other voters can continue to
scan their ballots, ensuring efficient voter processing.

Universal
Voting Technology
■ Optional integrated ADA compliant configurations,
providing all voters with privacy and independence.
■ Voters navigate an audio version of their ballot and
confirm their selections, which are stored electronically
or marked on a printed paper ballot.
■ When in the Ballot Marking Device configuration,
the system uses a library of human-hand marks and
writing, further protecting voter privacy.

Ensuring Accurate & Transparent Elections
Every ballot image is appended with Dominion’s exclusive AuditMark® technology. The system digitally stores
an image of every ballot cast along with a clear record of how the tabulator interpreted each vote, ensuring a
completely transparent and auditable election.
All results and ballot images are stored on encrypted memory cards. No identifying information about the
voter is taken by the tabulator.
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The ImageCast® Precinct is the most widely used and reliable optical scan tabulator, with over 100,000
units deployed globally. Over the course of thousands of election projects conducted globally, Dominion
has implemented a customer oriented, technical culture focused on achieving the highest levels of accuracy,
reliability and transparency.
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